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Using the Positive
Thought Cards

Using the New Dimensional Art

Turn the page to today’s art. Gaze at the
art and the words of encourgement.

elax and take a few moments

Don’t look for something; just look,

to choose, at random, a Positive

relax, breathe, and enjoy. Take a few

Thought Card by first asking firmly

minutes to do this and to be with the

in your mind, “Which is the thought I most need right now?”

art. You may also leave the book open

Let yourself feel and be drawn to pick the right card without
looking, and then read what your card for the day says. Speak
the words firmly in your mind once or twice and notice how
they feel. If you wish, place the card somewhere you will be
able to see and read it again during the day.

so you can look at it again during the day.

Using a Journal

Each day, preferably at the end of the day, take a few minutes
to record how you feel, what you think, and whatever comes to
you while you travel through The Process. Don’t judge yourself;
simply let whatever comes out flow onto the paper.

In the Western world, 21 years signifies a coming of age becoming a grown-up able to take responsibility for oneself

P

sychologists agree that it takes just 21 days
to break, change, or create a new habit.

Why 21 days - and not 19 or 23?
Numerically, 21 is a magical number.
It’s the number that has it all:

• the spiritual aspects
• the earthed essences
• a wonderful balance

- 21 days is that commitment to yourself.
As you begin or extend your journey of personal development,
the new habit that you clearly want is:
•

to be able to truly express yourself on a regular basis.

•

to think positively, wisely, and well each and every day.

•

to start living your best life.

•

to grow on each and every level.

•

to create happiness and abundance in your life.

The Process: 21 Days… to Transformation, including the
Positive Thought Cards, the New Dimensional Art, and
Journaling, will show you how to think, experience, and feel
in the highest possible ways. It will bring enormous benefits
to each and every person who uses it.

“Awareness” is the key to all things...

Positive
Thought
Place Your
Positive Thought Card
Here.

Week 1 of The Process

Today is a Magical, Beautiful Day

- No Matter What Happens.

T

he co-creators of The Process: 21 Days… to Transformation

AT’s work with Petrene and another psychic, Rea, led her to fan

are unlikely co-conspirators. One is a world-class psychic and the

the flame of creativity from within, and she began painting on

other a mathematician.

January 1, 2003. AT then discovered herself an artist by healing
herself, letting go of her “Self” and connecting with true flow,

The Universe conspired to bring them together in 2001, when

true creativity, and true art. She realized and manifested the

Amazing Tree (AT) was struggling to deal with her husband’s

highest present known art form - Spiritually Healing New

long battle with cancer. By chance, she learned about Petrene

Dimensional Art.

Soames and her unique form of Rebirthing.
AT’s first art show took place in December 2006 in Taiwan. Petrene
For over twenty years Petrene has been a leading authority in

accompanied AT to Taiwan. While there, they saw a worldwide

healing, self-awareness, and new-dimensional reality. Her unique

need for The Process: 21 Days… to Transformation. Working

practices and insights have helped countless people worldwide.

together they devised this magical system to bring positive

Her books, The Essence of Self-Healing followed by 50 Ways to

thought, abundance, and happiness into your life.

Fix Your Life, are widely received as primers on self-care and selfhealing. Her Positive Thought Cards are used worldwide to help

The Process used with the Positive Thought Cards, the New

people focus on the positive, and enhance their lives.

Dimensional Art and journaling, will change your life and create
a powerful shift. You will be amazed.

In short, Petrene is a leader in the field of using inner spirit,
universal energy, and non-physical matter - all that is needed to
create a magnificent life.

As a child, did you ever dream that you could fly?
Well, the truth is that you can….

I am so glad to have taken the opportunity to experience the self-improvement system created by
author and world-class psychic Petrene Soames and visual artist AT. This system is not like any other that I
have tried.
The design is one of a kind. Initially, as I read an uplifting quote, gazed at the beautiful picture, wrote
in my journal, and chose my Positive Thought Card, I wondered what was ‘supposed to happen.’
Nothing is ‘supposed to happen.’ It just does.
What happened, almost immediately, was an awareness of my true self. A self-awareness that
blossomed, as I began to write and paint again. I began to find my way back to my creative self-expression,
without the usual critical self-talk.
I began to take better care of myself as a woman. I took time out for myself, and walked, relaxed, or
whatever worked for me in the moment. I remembered how important I was and started care for myself.
I gained back self-confidence to go for what I want without fear, regardless of whether or not it
‘appears’ that I will achieve it or not. I just know that I will.
A less noticeable transformation occurred, and I believe is still occurring a month after using the
system. I found an inner power and intelligence, another type of awareness, a real knowing of myself and
the world around me. I understand and appreciate our varied personalities without judgment or taking
things as personally.
Not only did I benefit greatly from this system, I looked forward to it each evening and missed it when
it was over!
Expertly, the design gently guides you into the whole process and then out of it again.
I cannot say enough positive things about the beauty of the pictures or the wisdom of the writings.
In 21 days, I gained self-expression, self-awareness, self-care, and knowledge of an inner strength….
Just do yourself a favor and experience it. Now.
- Kerri Cobb-Black, M.S.
Texas, USA
Intuitive Counselor / Creativity Coach / Writer
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The Process

21 Days...
to Transformation

Magical
3-Part Process

Positive Thought Cards
New Dimensional Art
Journaling
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$29.99

www.21daysProcess.com

